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People with disabilities deserve a better life with more self-esteem, quality and the freedom 
to safely look after themselves. 

Häfele are the world’s leading specialists and producers of assistive devices for accessibility 
as well as equipment for ergo and physiotherapy rehabilitation. Häfele products are 
recognised and appreciated around the world for their high quality, flexibility and accessibility 
as well as suitability.  

Today - thanks to our experience and key partnerships, we are bringing this unique know-
how about accessibility and work environments to New Zealand. 

Because everyday life  
is important
Freedom and confidence to be independent
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Häfele provides comprehensive project services to specifiers, planners, consultants 
and specialists in architectural hardware, furniture design and access control.

Services include detailed planning manuals, seminars for planners addressing special 
topics, tendering texts, application examples and suggestions, CAD files and other 
planning support such as the Häfele TEC Service for standards and instructions 
available at www.hafele.co.nz.

Specifiers can also make use of our team of experienced sales consultants who can 
provide a wide range of functional and design options.
assistedliving@hafele.co.nz

Because everyday life  
is important
Freedom and confidence to be independent

360º Project service
Project services for specifiers
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We are ready to help and guide you. Together, we can plan a kitchen with optimal space 
utilisation. Involve us from the moment you plan your house and utilise our 98 years of 
experience. Together, we match your needs and make sure that the end result is perfect.

Multi-functional kitchens are flexible and offer a wide range of individual solutions for 
housing, schools, nursing homes, training and institutional kitchens, private homes, in 
the workplace etc. All height-adjustable systems can be hidden and operated either 
electronically or manually. Easy to fit, the systems are stable and safe and made only of top 
quality materials. 

The multifunction kitchen
ROPOX by Häfele helps to select the best kitchen
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Ideal kitchen layouts

Straight kitchen L-Shaped kitchen

Galley kitchen U-Shaped kitchen

 > Two people can work next to each other.
 > Plenty of space for assistance.

 >  People with mobility impairments can 
lean on benchtops on two sides.

 > Two independent work places.
 >  Sink and cooking section should be 

installed on same side.
 >  May be difficult for wheelchair turning 

and movement.

 >  Seated and standing users could have 
independent work stations.

 > Easy wheelchair access.
 >  Preparation area allows reach to sink 

and cooktop for easy movement without 
moving position.

 >  Objects can be pushed along the entire 
benchtop.

 > Easy wheelchair access.
 >  Greater distances to cover between 

appliances.
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The benchtop reaches new heights
ROPOX benchtop systems

Having the benchtop adjusted to the perfect height, makes a big difference for each activity. Different heights are 
required to knead dough, stir pots, chop vegetables or wash up.

It’s a huge advantage to be able to adjust the benchtop height – whether standing or seated, promoting self-
sufficiency and optimal working conditions in the kitchen. What’s more, our solutions offer seated users more leg 
space and the freedom to move around with ease.
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Two separate benchtops giving two different heights in the kitchen for two people.

ROPOX leg covers and concealment panels hide fittings from view, leaving a clean finish.

Benchtop Systems
Flexi Electric / Flexi Manual / Flexi Corner

 > Flexi Electric is optimal for frequent and independent use.
 > Flexi Manual for less frequent adjustment.
 > I deal for private homes, schools, training kitchens, nursing homes, workplace etc.
 >  All types of kitchen benchtops can be fitted to the frames in lengths from 800 – 3000 mm.
 >  Flexi Corner suits single person use and can be any size up to 3000 x 3000 mm.
 > Sinks and cooktops can be integrated in the benchtop.
 > Easy to adjust in height, manually or electronically.
 >  Concealment panels can hide the legs and plumbing, or use leg covers for extra access space.
 >  For added safety we always recommend safety stops for electric systems to avoid the risk of 

trapping.
 > Weight capacity is ≤150kg when evenly distributed
 > Bench adjustability height of 300 mm
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Wall cabinets that come to you
ROPOX wall cabients

Our goal is to make it easy to see and reach everything in all wall cabinets – the solution you choose, will depend 
on ability to reach when either standing or seated. Maybe straight up/down movement which brings everything into 
reach, or to make things even easier the diagonal brings the whole cabinet to the front of the benchtop, moving 
over the kettle, toaster or tap and a simple push of a button will adjust the height. All fixings are concealed for a 
hidden and neat installation which means no unsightly brackets etc.

Safety stop plates beneath the units ensure nothing is trapped between the unit and benchtop. Again, the needs 
and situation decide what’s best. Together, we can find the perfect solution!
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Wall Cabinets
Verti Inside (Electric vertical height adjustable)

Verti Electric (Electric vertical height adjustable)

Verti Diagonal (Electric Diagonal height adjustable)

Brackets for wall cabinets

 >  Installed inside the fixed cabinet 
(standard widths between 400 - 1000 mm).

 > An excellent retrofit solution for existing units.
 > Completely concealed fixings.
 > Downward adjustment by 495 mm.
 > Designed for loads of up to 80 kg.
 > Height adjustable shelves.
 >  Optional lighting can be integrated in bottom 

safety stop plate.

 > Entire wall cabinet adjustable in height.
 > Downward height adjustment by 300 mm.
 > Completely concealed fixings.
 > Frame depth only 50 mm.
 >  Frame available in two models for cabinet 

widths from 400 - 1200 and 1400 - 1800 mm.
 > Designed for loads of up to 80 and 120 kg.
 >  Safety stop plate can be installed on the unit 

base to avoid the risk of trapping.
 >  Optional lighting can be integrated in bottom 

safety stop plate.

 >  Diagonal adjustment - downward 430 mm, 
forward 180 mm.

 > Completely concealed fixings.
 > Frame depth only 115 mm.
 >  Frames available for cabinet widths  

from 400 - 1200 and 1400 - 1800 mm.
 > Designed for loads up to 120 - 220 kg.
 >  Optional lighting can be integrated in bottom 

safety stop plate.

 >  Brackets enable stepped height adjustment of 
wall cabinets for very occasional adjustment. 
Cabinets are lifted off and placed at another 
height.

 > Completely concealed fixings.
 >  Height adjustment of cabinets in intervals of  

42 mm, technician required.
 > Designed for loads of up to 90 kg.
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Keeping surfaces mobile and adjustable
ROPOX 4Single frame

 > Ideal for the whole family – adults, children and wheelchair users.
 > Can be used for a multitude of activities in the kitchen, like computer work or art as well as food preparation. 
 > Height range of 300 mm (720 - 1020 mm clearance under frame).
 > Adjust the height simply by the push of a button or by using a winding handle or remote control.
 > We make the frame to the size of any kitchen benchtop or dining tabletop - up to 3000 x 1200 mm.
 > Sinks and cooktops can be integrated into worktop.
 > Optional brake castors make it easy to move the table, but standard adjustable feet or hidden floor fixings can be used.
 > A rechargeable battery solution means the electric version is easily mobile.
 > The frame is designed for loads of up to 150 kg (or 250 kg upon request)
 > Charcoal as standard, alternative colours on request.
 > Supplied ready to assemble.
 > Table top not included.
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Dialock
Access control

Dialock makes locking and unlocking amazingly easy. Using a single key card the guest 
can open all doors, cabinets and areas that are intended for him. And only those.  
A convenient and also secure experience. 

The reason: The credit card-sized key operates touchlessly and without wear and 
reliable data communication.

Dialock is easy for you as well - from planning to operation. Hafele is a pioneer in 
RFID technology, and an expierenced partner at your side in every respect! This is 
based on decades of experience in project servicem engineering expertise and a close 
connection to the market.

Dialock is an economically sensible and future-proof investment - above all, because 
the system is flexible and reliable.

Dialock with RFID

 >  Pass the key card past the door or wall 
terminal.

 >  The system receives the identification from 
the card by radio.

 > The terminal receives the ‘access granted’  
     signal from the system.
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Kitchen Accessories
Accessible functionality

Functionality in the kitchen doesn’t need to be limited to appliances. With the right kitchen accessory you can 
increase the usability and accessibility of stored items, from the blind corner cupboard to the tall pull-out pantry. 
Increased access is the result.
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Kitchen Accessories
Pantry

LeMans II

Dispensa Junior III

iMove

 >  With capacity of up to 100kg within a narrow 
cupboard the Dispensa pantry with its full 
extension runner system provides easy access 
and organisation in a small space. 

 > Shelves are height adjustable.

 >  The LeMans II corner unit with its unique 
and patented running action means no more 
wasted space in the blind corner of your 
kitchen.

 >  Independently operating shelves allow easy 
access to stored items.

 >  Even below benchtop height the Dispensa 
Junior allows access to everyday items with its 
full extension runner system.

 > Shelves are height adjustable.

 >  The iMove mechanism for retro fitting to 
existing overhead cupboards provide additional 
accessibility to tall or overhead cupboards.
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Kitchen Accessories
Pantry box

Benchtop protection rails

One2Five waste bin

Salice shelf runner

 >  The pantry box installed in your drawer 
provides the perfect solution for storing of 
fresh ingredients like fruit, vegetables and even 
bread.

 >  Protection rails for mounting to benchtops 
adds heat proof standing of pots next to 
cooktops and for pull out shelves under wall 
mounted ovens.

 >  Our extensive range of pull-out waste bins 
provides endless solutions for your kitchen.

 >  A comprehensive range of bins for any 
application is shown on our website.

 >  Full extension pull out shelf runner for mounting 
below wall oven/microwave for easy transition 
to benchtop.
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LOOX LED Lighting
Lighting made easy

Häfele Connect is the new system for intelligent and wireless light control, creating the perfect atmosphere for many 
different situations with light.

The Loox LED Lighting offers optimum solutions for any requirement. With Häfele Connect, you can connect 
and control all components centrally and design the light effects to suit the occasion. Control is effortless using a 
smartphone or tablet. The Häfele Connect app connects itself to the Connect BLE boxes via Bluetooth.

Häfele Connect provides a comprehensive range of control options, including control of the light colour with RGB 
lights or adjustment of the colour temperature with multi white lights. Different lights can be grouped together, 
allowing many scenarios to be stored and time-controlled or called up with a simple finger press. Simple and elegant.
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 > Timeless design: Nova Pro Scala has an elegant and slim edge without interrupting the design outline.
 > Three distinct and modern finishes: Ice, Stone and Silver. The possibilities are almost endless.
 > Perfect movement: The track-proven Nova Pro slide has excellent running characteristics with load ratings up to 70 kg.
 > Closing comfort: Smooth closing action with new Soft-close technology and very low opening forces.
 > With an opening force of 20N, the Grass Nova Pro Scala drawer is perfect for age care.
 > Push to Open mechanism can be retrofitted.

High level of stability & consistent design
Nova Pro Scala

20N 
Opening force
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Decorative Handles
Furniture Handles
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Door Hardware
StarTec designer series, lever handle range

Introducing the StarTec Designer Series lever handle range by Häfele.
This collection has always been synonymous with innovation and functionality. Now Häfele is offering an extended 
assortment of superior finishes within the collection. The StarTec Designer Series will now boast 5 superb finishes 
to choose from; Satin Stainless Steel, Polished Stainless Steel, Satin Brass, Antique Brass and Graphite Black.

These finishes are available in a range of 7 superior quality lever designs, a choice to suit any project. Each finish 
will also offer a complete solution with matching escutcheon, door stop, hinges and door closer. 

The StarTec Designer Series lever handle range by Häfele is supported by a comprehensive 10 year warranty.  
This confirms our trust in the quality and function of this exciting new development.
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Lever Range
Torquay

Coogee

Prevelly hollow

Noosa

 >  The Torquay lever handle is elegantly tapered 
for a refined aesthetic. Clean lines and fine 
detailing are the essence of this lever, it pairs 
well with many finishes, making this handle a 
popular choice for any project.

 >  The Coogee lever is bold and powerful in 
appearance, softening the robust style of this 
handle are subtly curved edges and a thin 
handle profile.

 >  This classic lever style comes to life when 
paired with one of our Startec designer 
finishes. Its relatively subtle form blends 
cohesively with many applications.

 >  Taken from its namesake the Noosa lever has 
drawn inspiration from nature, modelled around 
the curve of a wave this handle is not only 
appealing it is comfort by design.

DDA Turnbar Indication EM release EM release
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Sinks & Taps
Blanco
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Wardrobe
DressCode
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Bathroom
Accessible functionality
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Automatic Doors
ECTurn EMD-F

 >  Smaller and less heavy swing doors on the 
interior can be automated with little effort 
using the ECTurn drive. The ECTurn is ideal for 
creating a barrier-free home. In addition, the 
ECTurn Inside can be integrated in the door 
leaf or frame.

 > Suitable for entry and internal doors.
 > 60mm pelmet.

 >  Slimdrive EMD-F series blend almost invisibly 
into any building architecture. Both drives 
work quietly and are low-maintenance. The 
convincing features are maximum accessibility, 
functional diversity and design. It even opens 
large and heavy single and double-leaf doors 
easily. 
The Smart swing function also allows manual 
door opening without effort.

 >  EMD-F is commonly used on fire rated doors in 
apartment projects.

Activation options
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Sliding & Folding
Door solutions
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Sliding Applications
In hospitals, doctor’s offices and therapy centres

Healthcare is changing like never before. Nowadays, patients expect consistent quality - from medical treatment to the spatial 
experience which has a considerable influence on the success of therapy. At the same time, processes must become increasingly 
efficient.

Our sliding solutions must prove themselves in harsh everyday hospital life, and fulfil an extremely wide range of demands. 
They must provide freedom from barriers, for example. This becomes possible by means of ergonomic door openings with sliding 
solutions, which are appreciated by wheelchair users and nurses moving hospital beds.

Sustainable and lasting products whose running costs are minimized by being low maitenance and having long service intervals help 
everyday processes to run smoothly. The demand for a high degree of cost-effectiveness is met by making efficent use of space. 
This makes it possible to have more patient and treatment rooms in a perfectly used layout.

The main focus is on people. Ones who are to remain or become healthy and the people who are going to take care of this.  
Sliding applications support both of them.
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Education & Workplace
Changing the way we learn and work
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